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SUCCESS OF HOOVER

Scarcely a building remains undamaged in the important central area of

Hanover between the main railway station and the Machsee Lake, a mile to the

southwest, which the Germans had roofed over and camouflaged.

This is the picture revealed by air photographs following Bomber

Command's successful attack on the city on the night of October 8.

For three days alter the attack buildings were still burning and palls
of smoke hung heavily over large areas of the city.

Fire has taken a heavy toll of Important industrial areas, and the

business and administrative centre of the city is marked by an area of over

one and a half square miles of almost complete devastation - testimony to the

power of Bomber Command's blows in. this latest phase of the battle of Germany.

As an administrative centre, Hanover stood in the same relation to the

industrial district in its neighbourhood as Dusseldorf to the Ruhr* It was

the principal town of the large and important district lying between Berlin

and the Ruhr. The destruction of the head offices of many industrial concerns

must inevitably cause great confusion and delay to output.

But Hanover also has many war factories and industries of its own. One

of the most important objectives in the city, if not the most important, is
the huge works of Hanomag, producing armoured fighting vehicles, heavy shells,
lorries, gun carriages, locomotives, aircraft components and much other war

material. The main works of this firm was hit on October 8, and a new branch

factory of Hanomag, originally intended to build locomotives but probably since

adapted for more other essential war productions, was severely damaged in an

earlier attack on September 27.

She second leanest wool~combing works in Germany wore hit again. The

Electrowerk Hanover, electrical engineers, and the works of Reinhold and Co.,
making insulating material, were hit on Oct. 8. Many other factories have
"been damaged* The main town gas works has keen hit and railway damage is

heavy, including the main railway station goods depots.


